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Futurism
AND FUTURE STUDIES

Students in school today will spend a good
part of their lives in the twenty -first century. Yet
the conditions of "future shock" are already
sufficiently evident in our society that future-
studies courses have become an important part of
many school curricula. In this report in NEA's
Developments fn' Classroom Instruction series,
Dr. Draper L kauffman, Jr., a member of the

-education faculty of Webster College, Webster
Grove, Missouri, examines the factors that
mandate immediate training of our young people
in alternativeprOblem-solving for the fUture.

Dr. Kauffman emphasizes that traditional
educational practice tends to be concerned with
the problems and conditions of the past, rather
than with the decisions of tomorrow that will be
extraordinarily difficult to make because of the

'multiple threats to human:survival, the rapid rate
of social change, and the complexity that has ,
overtaken our society on a global scale. He states
that, in order for positive decisions to be made,
the traditional pattern ofeducation must expand
in the direction of a reformed cognitive cur:
riculum, and he discusses those areas which need
to be examined thoroughly in the educational
process. .

Irr addition, Dr..Kauffman points out that the
future-studies movement involves a' ,broad
spectrum of teachers from all grade levels and
subject areas, and that it incorporates a wide
range of new curriculum materials and ideas. De-
veloping as a grass-roots movement, future
studies has permitted teachers to design their own
curriculum units to suit their concerns and the in-
terests and experience of theiirstudents,
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1. Introduction

"Human history becomes more and more a nice between
education and catastrophe."H. G. Wells ...,:.

( -,

The second half of the twentieth century is different from any
other period in the history of the human/race, different in ways that
have important iniplications for education.

Perhaps the most significant difference is the emergence, in a
mere three decades, of multiple threats to the survNal of the entire
human species.' Although we know of some dangers, such as nu-
clear war or the possibility that genetic engineering will acci-
dentally produce an unstoppable plague, the greatest threat may
well be posed by some innocuous and completely unsuspected bit
of modern technology. (Who would have guessed only a few years
ago that aerosol spray cans might threaten human life?)' We have
almost learned to live' with these dangers, but we shduld not be
blind to the fact that the situation is unique and that the potential
for harmful conseqtiences of foolish or short-sighted policies is
enormous.

Another unique characteristic of our times is the sharp increase
in the rate of social change, both in the United States and
globally.' Such sustained high rates of change, driven b! a bur-
geoning technology, make planning for the future and coping with
long-range problems enormously more difficult, and may be
pushing us to the limits of both individual and institutional
adaptability.' i

A third key difference is in the sheer complexity of society. Ad-
vanced technology, population growth and urbanization, the
internationalization of economics, and high speed travel and com-
munications have tied, nations and the institutions within each
nation together so tightly that there are no longer any simple deci-
sions. A seemingly simple change of policy in one area of one
country may cause serious disruption in another area of the same
country or in another nation 10,000 miles away.5

Finally, there has been a major increase in the need for anticipa-

N.
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FUTURISM AND FUTURE STUDIES

tory solutions.' This 'is particularly a problem for a society like that
of the United States, which has been accustomed throughout its
history to ignore problems until they reach a crisis point, and then
to react to them with great efficiency. This makes sense, as long as
the crises are not severe enough to destroy the entire society. Un-
fortunately, many of the problems we face todaysuch as resource
depletion, Ovulation growth, famine, environmental disruption,
and nuclear proliferationhave a fatal combination of two charac-
teristics. the cost of a full-blown crisis is unacceptably high and, in
each case, the "point of no return" is passed before, sometimes
long. before, the crisii point is'reached. (For example, population
growth takes at least 50 years to level of after replacement birth
rates are achieved.Y

What sloes all this mean for education? It means that schools, if
they'are to have any relevance to the needs and demands of so-
ciety, must give carefill and explicit attention to the question:
"What kind of education will best prepare these students for the

world in which they will actually live their adult lives?"
The time lag in education tends to be enormous. To appreciate

that lag, we have only to contemplate the face that, under normal
circumstances, the students in school today will spend most of their

'e lives in the next century. It is doubtful that they are even being pre-
pared very well by society for what is left of this one. Education
whiah tikes that time lag into account is essential for the well-

. being of our students, for the survival of society, and for the con-
tinuing good health and self-respect of the educational profession.

Future-OrientedEducation

The educational philosophy based on. these principles is known
as "futurism." As an educational philosophy, it is still in its infancy,
but it is already showing promise as a framework for pulling
together many of the piecemeal curricular reforms of the last
decade and for providing a coherent curricular complement to
"progressive" education.

Futurism questions traditional education on two grounds. First,
traditional methods of education tend to produce individuals who
are psychoiogically ill-equipped to cope with a society undergoing
continual rapid change. Second, the content Of the traditional cur-
riculum is designed to fit the student into the existing society, in
spite of the fact,that the society (more accurately, the succession of

8



Introduction

societies) which the student will live in will be quite differenta
case of trying to hit a moving target by aiming at it where it is now,

' rather than where it will be. .
A response to the first problem can be found in the efforts of

progressive education to produce individuals who are more open,
flexible, and inner-directed, since these characteristics are great ad-

o vantages for coping with a changing environment. But psy-
chological capabilities are only part of the answer, and the great
weakness Of the progressive-movement has been its almost ex-
clusive attention to the affective side of education and its failure to
develop a strong rationale for reforming the cognitive curriculum.°
Futurism .provides such a rationale, and the curriculum which it
proposes is called "future studies" or "future-oriented education."

Although there have always been exceptional teachers who have
helped students see the connection between what they were
learning and the life.ahead of them, courses and teaching methods
concerned directly with the future are a relatively recent
phenomenon. One of the first high school courses on the future was
tauglit,hy Priscilla Griffiths at Melbourne High School in Florida in
1966-67. The number of teachers involved in developing similar
courses -or units at the elementary or secondary levels gre.v
gradually to more_than a thousand in 1973-74° and has increased
rapidly since then, partly as a result of a spate of conferences and
teacher workshops, and the encouragement of such key spokes-
persons as Alvin Taller, Margaret Mead, and Harold Shane.'°

Three things about the development of futurism and future
studies are particularly noteworthy. First, it has been almost exclu-
sively a grass-I-dots movement, with teachers designing their own
units from scratch, and with very little in the way of curriculum ma-

t and "expert" advice available. Second, it has involved a
broad spectrum of teachers from all grade levels and subject areas
(with emphasis on social studies, history, English, and science).
Third, it has also incorporated a wide range of new curricular ma-
terials and ideas, including environmental education, international
education, technology studies, and career education.

Although futurism is very much concerned with revamping the
entire curriculum, only one school so far seems to have attempted
this (the Maslow-Toifier School of the Future, in New York, which
graduated its first class of high school seniors in June, 1975)." As a
result, nearly all of the experimentation in future studies has been
done by teachers working either alone or with one, or two col-
leagues to develop a separate course on the future (usually as an

9
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FUTURISM AND FUTURE STUDIES

elective at the secondary level) or to "futurize" an existing course
(common at all levels)."

How have they fared? The- teachers involved have been almost
unanimous in reporting the initial skepticism of their colleagues,
the very high enthusiasm of the students, and their own strong
sense of personal satisfaction, particularly for subsequent courses
taught by the same individual." Course descriptions and syllabi in-
dicate that there has been a wide variation in the kind and quality
of course content, as one would expect in an experimental, trial-
and-error situation. More important than individual successes and
failures, however, is the fact that these efforts have collectiVely pro
vided a rich range of approaches and content areas for other
teachers and curriculum developers to work on.

At this point, it may be appropriate to ask how an educational
program on the future can have a content at all. There are no
true crystal balls and no one can ict the future with accuracy.
Indeed, one of the few things we an be fairly sure of concerning
the next 50 years is that it will be 'different from today and full of
surphses. If we don't know what the world will be like when our
students are adUlts, how can we prepare them for it ?

There are four basic ways this can be done:\
We can provide students with better:more sophisticated ways
of thinking about the fitture.

Since the sheer complexity 0. our social and physical environ-
ment is a major part of the pstobtem, we can provide students
with the skills and concepts n to understand complex
systems.

Although we can't predict the futuie, we can identify and help
students to understand many of the major issues which will
one way or anothershape the future.

And since continued rapid change is one of the few,certainties,
'we can help students to understand change and to cope with it.

The appropriate emphasis on each of these four approaches
naturally varies from situation to situation, and from grade level to
grade level. Although it is easier to discuss them separately, as. will
be done In the next four chapters, it should be kept in mind that

,they. are not four separate instructional topics, but rather a\
combined set of educational objectives for the entire curriculum.

10



2.. The Alternative Futures Approach

The human race has always had its prophets and seers, but the
last two decades have witnessed the.development of a new breed of
experts on the future. They are called "futurists," and they differ

,from the astrologers and crystal-ball gazers of the past in two im-
portant Ways: first, they are almost completely uninterested in
making predictions, and second, they try to use rational'methods in
their profession (which is called "futuristics").' In the process, they
have developed a set of concepts and techniques which make it
possible to think more intelligently about the future.

Futuristics begins with four basic assumptions:'

The future which actually occurs wiq be determined partly by
history and physical reality, partly by chg*, and partly by
human choice. The relationships among these factors will vary
according to the amount of time one is looking ahead and the
nature of tile choices made.

At any given moment, t erefore, there exists a range of al-
ternative futures which mi t come about. History and physical
reality determine which futures are in thattrange. Chance and

'human choice will determine which one of those possible fu-
tures will actually happen.

True "freedom of choice" only exists when one understands the
full range of options availabtefind the possible consequences of

144each option.

The purpose of futuristics, therefore, is not to predict the future,
but rather to improve our understanding of the range pf al-
ternative futures which might come about and of the role that
both chance and deliberate choice might play in either achiev-
ing or avoiding any particular future.'

Thus, to the futurist, "the future" is a zone of potentiality,
rather than "that Which is going to happen." Similarly, "knowl-

11
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edge about the future" is seen as knowledge about what is possible,
rather than knowledge about what is Certain. A statement about a
f uture possibility (such as its likelihood, the things which would
contribute to its happening, or the effect it would have on other
events) is known as a forecast, and the process of discovering such
information is callerd forecasting. Although many forecasting
methods are in current use, none of them is self-sufficient. Instead,
each needs to be used in combination with others as part of what
can be called "the alternative futures approach" to forecasting.

S

;

Trends

The first step in thi'aIternative futures approach is to examine
. the recent past Jottrends which might give us a clue as to where
things are headed.* A trend is simply a consistent tendency or pat-
tern of behavior over a period of time. Although trends are easiest
to see when replesented by numbers plotted on a graph, a trend
can be very real without being measurable.

Identifying trends serves two main purposes. First, although the
existence of a trend is no assurance that it will Continue, it is un-
likely that existing .trends will vanish simultaneously.* A
thorough study of' existing trends can therefore give us a good
general feeling for what lies ahead.

Second, each trendwe identify can ¶e the basis for a number of
fruitful questions:

What are the underlying causes which created the tread in the
past?

. .

How stable are those conditions likely to be in the future?

What new developments are necessary for the continuation of
the trend?

Whet new developments might alter it?

Is the trend approaching-some saturation point or limit?

Does itConffict with some other trend?

Does the trend benefit government, business, or other interest
groups, and will they (can they) support the trend if it falters?

Does the trend have potentially harmful consequences or side-
effects?

12
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The Alternative FutesApproach

Are there likely to be deliberate efforts to halt or alter the
trend?

How easily can the trend 1:s. halted and how long would this
take?

How much time is likely to elapse between the appearance of a
problem and 'the point at which the problem becomes a crisis?

If the trend does not continue, what are the most likely alterna-
tives?'

As alternatives to existing trends are identified, they can be sub-
jected to the same set of questions. Often, the analysis of a trend
will require little in the way of specialized knowledge. For example,
a simple extension of two trends from the 1950's would indicate
that, by 1995, the domestic income of the Xerox Corporatibn would,
be larger than the entire gross national product of the United
States. Common sense is all that is needed to tell us that Xerox
would not be able to sustain that kind of growth.° In other cases,
the questions will not be so simple, and additional resources will be
needed.

Expert Opinion

The next step in the alternative futures approach is to obtain as
much information as possible about the future expectations of indi-
viduals whose backgrounds or special talents make them "experts"
on a particular subject.° The most obvious way to do this is to
search the library for relevant books and articles. This is usually a
good starting point, butfor all except the narrowest of topicsit
will seldom be sufficient. Experts tend to be conservative in print,
for fear that speculations about the future will be misinterpreted
and treated as if they were predictions, and those speculations-
which are available are likely to be out of date or buried in jargon.

-Moreover, there is the sheer immensity of the task; so many dif-
ferent things might have an effect on a particular trend, and vice
versa, that it will probably take an expert to tell us what to look for.

Deciding who the "experts" are, and whom to believe when
they disagree, can be an extremely difficult problem.' Fortunately,
we are primarily interested in finding out about alternative possi-
bilities, so there is no need-,to rely on any one definitive answer to a
particular question. Instead, the objective should be to sample as
many different viewpoints as possible.

13
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FUTURISM AND FUTURE STUDIES

Futurists use a variety of techniques for sampling expert opinion,
most of which are variations on the commission and the poll.* The
advantage of a commission is that it gets a group of experts
together for a face-to-face exchange of views, so that each idea is
likely to undergo extensive scrutiny. With a poll or questionnaire,
on the other hand, each question may receive less careful con-
sideration, but it is possible for many more points of 'view to be
represented.

When using either of these approaches in the classroom, the se-
lection of "experts" will depend more on availability than on.true
expertise. A carefully drafted questionnaire, for example, can be
given to other teachers at the school, taken home to parents, dis-
tributed to faculty members at a nearby college or university, or
sent to local business or government leaders. For a commission
exercise, on the other hand, each student can be assigned a Oak
ticular part of ,the general subject to investigate, and then the
students themselves can represent the "experts" on the com-
mission. . -

It is worthfrehasizing again that the purpose of all this is not to
find out what happen, but to find out what might happen. Ex-
perts should be asked to suggest as many different alternatives as
possible, even those that are relatively unlikely. Each alternative
should then be subjected to the same kinds of questions listed
above in the section on "Trends": how likely is it to happen? ...
what does it depend on? . . . what consequences would it have?...
and so on. The result should be a fairly exhaustive listing of al-
ternative possibilities and a good deal of information about how the
differenrpossibilities relate to each other.

Alternative Futures

The concluding step in the alternative futures approach is to
assemble the information which has been gathered and organize it
into "scenarios" or "alternative futures." `The assumption behind
this process is that some alternative possibilities are more likely to
"go together" than Others. For example, continued urbanization of
the United States would probably be accompanied by a growing
dependence on nuclear reactors. A move towards decentialization,
on the other hand, is more likely to be associated with the de-
velopment of alternative energy sources, such as solar power,
windmills, and methane digesters.

14



The Alternative Futures Approach

By examining these kinds of linkages, one can sort the different
possibilities into internally consistent clusters, groupings of future
events whiff h contain no contradictory patrs. Furthermore, many
possible events can occur only after a certain amount of time has
elapsed, either from the present or from the occurrence of some
other event. This makes It possible to arrange the alternatives in
each cluster into one or more fairly plausible sequences. Each se-
quence, then, describes one alternative future.

When professional futurists do this, they may end up with hun-
dreds, or even thousands, of possible alternative futures.' Since no
one can keep thit many alternatives in mind at once, they will
generally select about a halt dozen of the most distinctively dif-
ferent alternatives to use as a guide for future planning..For educa-
tional purposes, fortunately, we can skip the intermediate step and
work ,directly toward developing six or seven alfeinative futures
which are relatively plausible and as different as possible from each
other. This means that arbitrary decisions as to what goes with
what, and in what order, will have to be made fairly frequently, but
the whole task 'would otherwise becom?Animanageable. .

The optional final element in this process is to convert each al--
ternative future into a "scenario." A scenario'(or "future history")
is. a fictionalized version of an alternative future.'" It is usually writ-
ten in the past tense, from the point of view of a character living in
some future year and looking back over the events which have oc-
curred between now and then. Adding characters and a sense of
drama helps make the alternative future seem more vivid and
memorable.

The set of alternative futures produced by this process serves
two main functions." First, it acts is a powerful antidOte to "the
single future trap." Although we may know, in an intellectual way,
that many different futures are possible, it is difficult to imagine
these futures and, therefore, easy to slip into the habit of relying on
one particular image of the future. A good, vivid set of alternative
futures or scenarios can be an indispensable aid to the imagination
in this respect.

Second, a truly diverse set of alternative ftitures can be used to
test the versatility of present plans. All too often, plans for the
future are made which would work in. a future environment re-
sembling the present, but which fail drastically in the rather
different environment that actually comes about. Although there is
no way to prove that a particular plan will work in every possible

15
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,

future, it is possible to test, plans against a set of alternativautures
and to eliminate those which will only work if the future is just

From the educational point of view, however, the most im-
portant outcome of the alternative futures process is not,the set of
scenarios, but rather the experience which students gain in a whole
way of looking at the future. If, as'a result, they acquire the habit of
looking ahead, of evaluating alternative possibilities and their con-
sequences, and of trying to find a balance betweeninfiuencing the
future and adapting to it, they will have taken i major step toward
gaining better control over their own lives in an uncertain world.

Y
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3. Systems, Stability, and Change \

One of the most important problems our students will face as
adults is the difficulty of making any sense of the complex systems
which surround us. Unfortunately, traditional education has been
of little help. At best, a course may be devoted to one particular
kind of system, such as .the econotny or the environment. Such
courses are valuable, but they do not get to the heart of the
problem, which is complexity itself and strategies for coping with
it.

An outsider looking at education might well be surprised at this
omission. After all, schools are pre-eminently concerned with
teaching students how to think better, and ode of, the most im-
portant developments of our time has been precisely in the area of
better understanding of complex systems:The name of this de-

, velopment is. "general systems theOry," and it has radically
transformed almost every branch of sciencesocial, biological,
and physical.' It is essential, for the sake of our students, that it
have an equally important place in the curriculum.

General systems theory can get extremely complex,. but the
basic ideas which are the key to systems thinking are remarkably
simple. Two of the most basic are the definition of a "system" and
the notion of "feedback."

Systems. Imagine that you have just entered a store and asked
for a radio. The clerk finds out what model you want, takes a box off
the shelf, and rings up the sale. You open the box and find several
pieces of sheet metal, a few knobs, a long piece of wire, and a
handful of transistors. Did you get what you asked for?

Clearly, you did not. A radio is more than just a box full of parts.
Like any other system, it is an organized collection of things which
interact with each other to function as a unit or whole. Without or-
ganization, interaction, and Wholeness, it is a "heap," not a
"system."system.

Classical science assumed that the whole is equal to the sum of
the parts and that, therefore, the way to understand the whole is to

17
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take it spirt and find out what it is made of. Since this approach,
called "reductionism," leads to an inability to distinguish between
a building and a pile of bricks, or between a human being and a
collection of atoms, it has gradually yielded to the systerneap-
proach, which assumes. 1) that the whole can be greater than the
sum of the parts, with the difference coming from the way the parts
are organized, and 2) that we can understand a system only if we
know both what it is made of and how it is organized.2

Since one defining characteristic of a system is that the parts
interact to form a larger whole, it follows that a system itself can be
one component of a larger system. The larger system, in turn, can
be a sub-system of a still larger system, and soon. The one which
we choose to call "the system" depends upon where our attention
is focused at that particular moment.

Feedback. Part of the definition of a system is that its parts are
interrelatedthat is, each part must either have an influence on or
be influenced by other parts of the system, or both. When a
component both influences the system and is influenced by it, an in-
teresting situation arises: an alteration of the behavior of the
component can alter the behavior of the system which in turn alters
the behavior of the component. This is called "feedback," because
the behavior of the component "feeds back" through the system to
have an effect on the future behavior of the coMponeut.a'

The -feedback "loop" Scan be very simple N greets B, which
affects A; and so on) or quite complex (A affects', which Affects C
and D, which both affect E, F, and G, eichnf which has a different
effect on AI Although the new behavior produced by the feedback
loop may have almost any relationship to, the original change, two
patterns are quite common and it is important for students to
understand them. "Negative feedback" occurs, when the effect of
the feedback loop is to renew or negate the change in behavior.
"Positive feedback" occurs when the effect of the feedback loop is
to support or amplify the change in behavi6r. Although the two
conditions are diametrically opposed, they share two attributes.
first, one must understand both in order to understand stability and
change in the human environment; second! bOth behave in
"counter-intuitive" ways which are likely to mislead the unwary.

Systems and Stability
4,

Since negative feedback negates changes in the system, its effect
is to bring the system back to its original condition. As a result,. a

18
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system which is dominated by a negative feedback Ibqp (or loops)
will tend to stabilize itself in spite of changes in the surrounding en-
vironment. The pattern which this produces, a kind of automatic
and active stability in a changing environment, is called "homeo-
stasis.-4 -

Perhaps the simplest example of a homeostatic system is the
heating system in your home. As long as the weather is cool and the
furnace is off, the temperature of the air in the housse will gradually
drop When it falls more than a degree or two below the tem-...
perature you hav &set on the thermostat, the thermostat responds
by turning the furnace on. The furnace warms the house up until
the temperature reaches a point one or two degrees higher than the
set temperature, which causes the thermostat to turn the furnace
off, which causes the house to cool down, which causes the thermo-
stat to turn the furnace on, and so forth. As a result, the system is
able to keep the inside temperature nearly constant whether the
outside temperature drops to zero or climbs to the sixties. (And if
you add an air-conditioner to the system, it w* I work year-round at
any temperature.)

Having a thermostat in your house is a ciivenience, but it is not
a matter of earth-shaking importance. On t e,other hand, the ther-
mostat in your body is literally a matter of life and death.° One of
the inherited blessings of being a mammal is an efficient system for
keeping' body temperature within narrow limits, regardless of
changes in the outside environment. When your body starts to cool
down, you sWer, you begin burning off more calories, the blood
flow to the body surface is reduced, and you feel uncomfortable
enough to look for warmer clothes or a warmer environment. If
your body gets too hot, you start to sweat, your skin becomes
flushed, and you are likely to have a strong urge to find a cold drink
and a spot in the shade. The system normally keeps variations in
your body temperature to less than one degree. A variation of five
degrees means that you are quite ill, and a ten-degree variation will
kill you.

Your bodily thermostat is only one of hundreds of negative feed-
back loops which keep you alive.° The circulatory system alone care
ries dozens of substances oxygen, carbon dioxide, water, salt,
sugar, urea, amino acids, steroids, hormones, antibodies, clotting
agents, and many moreeach one of which is closely regulated by
one or more negative feedback loops. Negative feedback also
governs the physical coordination of our bodies. Without it, you
could not stand or walk without falling down, write your name, hit
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a baseball, eat with knife and fork, drive a car, or do anything else
which requires a controlled interaction between your body and the
environment.' Nor is this enormous dependence on negative feed-
back restricted solely to bodily processes. Learning of all kinds
would be impossible without the correction of inappropriate in-
terpretations or behaviors.' And no social organization, from a
friendship to an interngtional government, can function without
penalties on destructive behaviors.'

Prablerks. When a physical, biological, or social system has the
ability to maintain its continuity, and adapt to changing conditions,
it gets that ability from one or more negative-feedback loops.
Negative feedback is therefore a "good thing"the earth would be
a lifeless rock without itbut the persistence and adaptability it
produces can also be a problem when we want to change such a
system. Perhaps the largest part of the problem is not the resistance
of the system to change, but rather the "counter-intuitive" nature
of the system which leads those who wish to change it to expend
their efforts in unfruitful wayi.'° . .

The furnace-thermostat model again provides a useful example.
,

Imagine that it is# cold winter day, that you are sitting in the living
room of a typieglhouse, and that you find it uncomfortably chilly
in the room. Theikving room contains a thermostat (set at 65*F.), a
fireplace, and a stipOy of wood, kindling, and matches. Since the
problem is one of Ni% too cold, the "obvious" solution is to create
more heat by buildIng a fire. What effect will this have? Oddly
enough, it will probably make the room colder! It will certainly
have that effect on thvest of the house.

Why is.this? First, si ce the thermostat is set to turn the furnace
off when the room to perature rises above 65' F., any extra heat
produced by the fire lice will simply cause the furnace to shut
down. Even if the fireplace is large enough to keep the living room
warm by itself, the 44 of the house will get colder and colder,
gradually pulling more and more heat away from the living room
through the interior wells. Second, to make matters worse, that
nice glazing fire is sending large amounts of hot air soaring up the
chimney, which pulls cold, outside air into the house through the
cracks around doors and windows.

Again, the example is trivial, but the principle is extremely im-
portant: the "obviottc solution to a problem controlled by a
negative feedback loop will raretg have any impact, except that it
will frequently make the problem worse. The solution instead is to
modify the control element in the feedback loop. In din-ex:U.00e
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above, almost everyone knows that raising the therinostat setting
will make the house warmer (although most people, do not know'',
that building a fire will 'make it colder). But in most social issues,
the "obvious"and wrongintervention may appear to_be the
only possible solution.

One excellent example is rent control. When a city experiences
a shortage of rental units, the rents on apartments are likely to in-
crease rapidly. If a large proportion of the population consists of
renters, the pressure on the city government to adopt the "ob-
vious" solutionrent controlsmay be considerable. Vnfortu-
nately, the results are rarely what was intended.' Instead of raising
rents, the building owners try to reduce costs by cutting back on
maintenanc and services. Thus, instead of paying more for the
same housi g value, the renter pays the same prite for a reduced
value. In he meantime, rent controls have made the building of
new apa ntents unprofitable, so the housing shortage continues,
making t almost impossible to lift the rent controls. If the rent

i
cont ol are left in place, inflation will eventually drive increased
cos t the point where they exceed the income from rents. When
th h ppens, the owner has little choice except to stop all main-
te ce and let the building fall apart. The building then dete-

or tes rapidly down to slum conditions and eventually must be
o demned, thus reducing the housing supply still further."

/
In short, the direci solution will make the situation a great deal

orse. The altermitive, is more painful in the short run, but has the
dvantage of actually. aolving the problem. It rent controls are

avoided, the high rentills will make apartment buildings much
more attractive to investors, thus precipitating a building boom.
This will almost invariably produce an oversupply of apartments,
which in, turn will drive the rents back down. Since this kind of
oversupply and undersupply "boom /bust" cycle is likely to con-
tinue Oust as the thermostat kept the house temperattire cycling a
few degrees above and below the target temperature), the city may
then decide to prevent the_next shortage from occurring by sub-
sidizing the construction of new buildings. By variations in the
amount of the subsidy, a constant, slight oversupply of apartments
can be assured, thus keeping rents low. (This will also be cheaper in
the long run, since a city's income depends on its real- estate tax,`
base; slums and abandoned buildings contribute less in taxes than
they cost in city services.)

Pursuing the "obvious" solution does not always make things ac-
tively worse, of course, but it can often do just as much harm by
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diverting .attention and energy from workable solutions. For
example, the ecologically-minded public has put a tremendous
amount of time and effort over the last decade into the voluntary
recycling of cans, bottles, and paper. All of this effort has only a
trivial effect on the recycling problem, and the effect which it does
have lasts only as long as the enthusiasm for volunteer effort
continues."

The "thermostat" in this case is the Congress. If one quarter of
the effort which has gone into recycling drives had gone into raising
funds and lobbying Congress, bills could have been passed quite
easily to ban "one-way" containers and to remove the rate
penalties for shipping recyclable materials. effect on the
problem would not only have been much greater, it would have
been an enduring effect.

Systems and Change

Since negative feedback involves continual adaptation to the en-
vironment, it pioduces a kind of change as well as stability. This is
partkillarly true when human beinglare Part of the feedback loop.
For 'example, the thermostat controls the heating system in your
house to keep the temperature near the desired level, but the ther-
mostat is also part of larger feedback loops in which you determine
what the desired level is, according to comfort, economics, and at-
titudes. The effect of these larger feedback loops was seen in 1973
and 1974, when temperatures were reduced in homes across the
United States as an adaptation to the Arab oil boycott.

Like negative feedback, positive feedback can produce both
stability and change (although the latter dominates). The kind of
positive feedback which tends to produce stability comes about
when a reward is given for behavior which might not otherwise be
repeated. Although this approach can be used to build complex
new behaviors from simple, or even random, components (as the
Skinnerian psychologists do in training a pigeon to play ping-pong),
it is basically a way of insuring the continuation of existing be-
haviors.

The change-producing kind of positive feedback occurs %hen
the result of an action is to make the system more capable of pro-
ducing.the same action in the future. The most familiar example is
the compound interest earned by money in a bond or savings ac-*
count. If, for example, you invest $1000 in a bond which pays 10%,
you will earn $100 during the first year, giving you a total of $1100
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at the end of the year. Since you have increased the amount of
money you hold by 10%, you have Aso increased your capacity to
earn more money with it by the same amount -10 %. Thus your.
earnings for the second year would be 3110, instead of 3100.13 -

Such situations, where each unit of growth increases the capacity
for further growth, produce a characteristic pattrn of increase
which is called an "exponential growth" curve. Students need to
understand such curves .for two important reasons. First, nearly all
of the driving force behind the high.rate of change in our society
comes directly, or indirectly from just three exponential curves:
population growth, economic growth, and scientific and tech-
nological progress. Second, as was the case with negative feedback,
exponential growth produces effects whiCh are surprising and
counter-intuitive"--contrary to the normal expectations of

someone not familiar with how exponential growth works."
To get a feeling for the power and unexpected nature of ex-

ponential grOth, suppose thaeyou have a classroom which holds
30 students comfortably, is a bit crowded with '40 students; and is
-bursting at the seams with 50 students. If you begin with two
students and add two more students each' day, you will receive
plenty of, warning between the 16th and 20th days that your
classroom is becoming overcrowded. If, on the other hand,4ou
begin with two students and double the number of studentegach
day, you will have a relatively comfortable 32 students on the fifth
,daylind,an absolutely impossible 64 students on the sixth day!

Mpst people (and most institutions) depend upon gradually in-
creasingicmptoms of stress to warn of an approaching danger or
overload, bUf: an exponential growth situation will not produce
such danger,' signals until the crisis point has very nearly been
reached." The problem is compounded if a process producing ex-
ponential growth cannot be stopped in less than one "doubling
time"; such situations should be treated with profound suspicion if
there is any possibility of harmful. consequences.

There are three basic points which students need to grasp in
order to understand and cope with exponential growth patterns:

Any quantity which increases by a fixed percentage per unit of
time is said to be growing exponentially.

Every exponential growth curve has a characteristic doubling
time. if something growing exponentially takes ten years to
double, it will double again in the second ten years, and again in
the third ten years, and in each decade thereafter.
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The approximate doubling time can be found by dividing the-
percentage grawt%rate into the number 70 (the "Rule of 70" ).
In other word, something growing at 1% per year will take 70
years to doubl ; at 2% it would take 35 years, at 5% it would
take 14 years, a 1050 it would take only 7 years, and lo on.16

There is, of course, rCo guarant that a particular growth rate
will remain constant,,,bikt#te "rule of 70" at least provides a handy
means for estimating Oat thiconsequences would be if it did. For
example, students encifuntering the current growth rate for world
population-'-two percent per yearare likely to be unimpressed by
such a low number.'7 If they use the rule of 70 to convert that to a
doubling time, however, ,they will discover what a two percent
growth rate means; everything involved in the support of popu-
lation, including food production, energy supplies, education,
housing, and medical facilities, will have to be doubled in just 35
years in order for the world's population to be no worse off than it is
today. This provides a much better picture of the consequences of
the trend and, indeed, provides the basis for a discussion of whether
or not the continuation of the trend is possible."

Complex Systems

Up until now, we have been looking at individual feedback loops
and their influence for stability and change. In the real world,
however, feedback loops rarely occur by themselves, instead, they
are likely to occur in complex, networks of interrelated feedback
loops, both positive and negative. The systems approach is to at-
tempt to identify the major linkages in such networks, in order to
get (I better grasp of the behavior of the whole.

For example, Figure 1 shows some of more important rela-
tionships 'between industrialization (bottom), natural resources
(left), food ploductian, pollution, health, and education (right),
and population (top). Even without precise information about the
,effect indicated by each arrow, the diagram .alloWs us to get a
feeling for the "pattern" of influences in the system. From the
human point of view, the important items in the diagram, are the
ones which contribute to the quality of life. the output of material
goods per person, the amount of food per person, the level of
pollution, the level of health and education, and the average life
span.

With the exception of pollution, each of these is increased by an
increase in the output of material goods and decreased by an in-
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Figure 1. 4 ./
Basil nteractions Between Population Growth and Capital Accumulation. (Based
on Randers and Meadows, "The Carrying Capacity. of the Globe,- Sloan Manage-
ment Review, Winter 1972.) Used by permission.

/,
crease in population. It would seemltherefore, that the situation
will keep getting better as long as the positive feedback loop of in-

#dustrial capital is stronger than the positive feedback loop of popu-
lationand this he reasoning behind the continuing efforts
toward "economi evelopment." But the model also warns that
an intlease in out t produces more pollution (Which reduces the

. food supply and the average life span) and consumes more natural
&sources (which eventually increases the cost of the resources and
reduces the efficiency of capital and the amount of goods pro-
duced).

Even this gene nd qualitative kind of analysis of the structure
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Figure 2.
"Cybernetic-Decisional Model of Social Change," from The Sociology of the
Future by Wendell Bell and James, li...4Mau,.editors. c 1971 by Russell Sage Foun-
dation, New York. Reprinted by permission.

- .

of a system can be 'enormously helpful in developing. plod
judgment and intuition about the effects of possible changes on,the
system. If a fairly goodestimate can be made of the relationship be-
tween each element of a system and the other elements which in-
directly influence it;.then it is.possible to use the model both to
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Improve our understandin of the system° and to generate al-
.,'

ternative forecasts about th ture of the system. Typically, a
computer is used to trace the impact of any particular change (or
combination of changes) as it works its way through the entire
system. As In the alternative futures approach described in Chapter
2, a wide 'variety of possible changes can be proposed, with the re-
sults of each change or combination of changes becoming one of a
set of alternative possibilities for the future of the system."

-. The, Human Factor

Systems thinking is an important element in future-oriented
education because it provides students with the mental taols they
need to understand the variety of complex systems which make up
,the human envirorunent.. But even a highly developed under-
standing of the physicalibiological/ecolegical/politicalieconomic
/social macro-system, in which we all must function, can be mis-
leading if human beings are seen as trapped within the same feed-

:

,

back structure which,controlsall the ot her. elements.2°
The difference between human and nktural systeins stems from

the unique human capacity for Imagining the future. A thermostat
can only react to what is happening at the moment; human beings

_can ,pre-ac to what they think will or might happen. This in-
troduces a new crucial element to the system, a new kind of loop
which depends on feed-forward instead of,feedback (see Figure 2).
It is the awareness both of the nature of complex systems and If the
unique role that human intelligence plays in those systems, which
constitutes the true systems perspective.21

Ci
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4. Key Issues

The two preceding _chapters have been concerned with the con-
ceptual side of future-oriented . education, emphasizing more
productive ways of looking at the future and of coping with com-
plexity. But future-oriented education has a content side as well. In
one sense, that content can be described as everything, since a
good education for the future ought first of all to be a wide-ranging
education. In another sense, however, it is clear thai some issues are
going Io have a' much larger effect on the futufe, whichever way
they turn out, than others. An under:standing of those issues can go
along way toward providing students with an understanding of the
era and their place in it..

No liseof such issues could possibly be complete, for surprises
are one of the few certainties for the kiture. HOwever, although
many issues will be omitted which should have been included, it is
possible'to prepare such a list with reasonable confidence that few
of the items included should have been omitted. Since a thorough
treatment of any one` of these; issues would require at least a
chapter, if not a whole volume, what potpourrifollows is instead a potpour
of key topics from which appropriate selections can be made for use
in the curriculum.

Global Pioblems
*-

War and Peace. Although theit eat of nuclear war no longerhl
'-- doninates public concern the way it id in the 50's and 60's, a good

case can be made that it is still the overriding issue of our time. De-
spite 15 years of disarmament talks and the achievement of massive
overkill by both sides, tip arms race between the super-Powers
continues. Meanwhile, the long-feared proliferation of nuclear na:.
tions has begun.. China and India have recently joined the "nuclear
club," while the nations which have or are acquiring the capacity to
build nuclear weapons now include West Germany, Spain, the Re-
public of China (Taiwap), South Korea, Japan, Israel, EgYpt, Libya,
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Brazil, Argentina, Pakistan, and South Africa.' Each additional
nation increases the risk that nuclear weapons will be used and
reduces the prospects for an effective world peace-keeping system
or for a disarmament agreement.

Population and Food. By 1974, Soviet grain purchases, poor
'harveitiin-parts of Asia, and the Arab oil boycott had driven world
food stocks down to a critical three-week supply.' An emergency
World Food Conference, held in Rome hi November 1974,,
produced a great deal of rhetoric and no action.' Many Third
World nations took the opportimity" to denounce population con-
trols and to castigate the United States, the world's largest exporter
of food, for not producing more. Since that time, nothing mean-
ingful has been done to establish food stockpiles or'other measures
for famine relief.* Food 'production is losing the race with the popu-
lation explosion, and a massive famine within the decade seems
probable. The main question remaining is whether famine will
come in a singleglobal disaster, or whether it will come as a chronfe
series of regional famines. In either case, the response of the United
States will be a critical factor in determining the extent of both the .

famine and the subsequent disruption.
Resources and Development. The gap between rich and poor

nations continues to bedevil the consciences of the wealthy. To
Many, the solution is economic development. Four problems arise;
a for most of the poorest nations, the growth of the population
equals or exceeds the growth of the economy, wiping out .

capita gains;' 2) it is seldom recognized that, if two economies are
growing at the same rate, the gap between the two economies will
also grow at that same rate;'' 3) latecomers to development must
compete for increasingly scarce and expensive st-Ipplies of natural
resources, making development much more difficult, 4) the earth
lacks the resources and the pollution-absorbing capacity which
would be needed to support a situation in which all nations are de-
veloped to the economic level of Western Europe. Thus, economic
developnient is likely to prove a false hope for many of the poorest
fourth of the world's peoples, particularly if birthrates remain at
current levels. Yet the moistl dilemma remains, and will remain as
long as there is abject poverty side-by-side with ektraordinary
wealth.

The Environment. The fourth key issue affecting the future of
the world is the endangerment of the g101ial environment. Polluted
air and polluted water pay no attention to national.lioundaries. A
species of whale driven to extinction is a loss to all humankind.
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Evenenvironmental problems which appear to be strictly local in
their effects may depend upon international solutions. if one nation
refuses to impose expensive pi:glutton controls on its industry, it can
produce products for export more cheaply; other nations which
depend on exports of those same products will then be forced to
allow the same levels of pollution or find themselves unable to
compete.' -

The complexity of any natural environment gives it 'a great deal
of resistance to human abuse, but that same complexity makes it
impossible for us to know in advance how much abuse the environ-
ment can take. As a result, every elimination of a habitat or species,
every introduction of a new artificial chemical, and every increase
In the demands we are already making on the environment repre-
sents an_ increased risk of. unknowingly crossing some threshhold
which will cause the system to collapse.' It has happened before.
-Much of the Sahara Desert is human-made; much of the "fertile

crescent" is barren rock and sand; the greatness of ancient Greece
`depended on now-vanished forests; and the great Mayan civiliza-
tion appears to have collapsed when it destroyed the fertility of the
soil.' The difference this time is that the.effects-may_wellbe global.
One of the most important tasks for the next fifty years will be the
development of ecologically benign technologies and of global
monitoring Ind enforceinent processes.-

The Economy

The economic well-being of any society depends directly on
how wisely tnid,efficiently it uses its supplies of labor, land, natural
resources, and industrial capital,' The free-enterprise approach to
these objectives is based on two assumptions: 1) since the carrot is
more effective than the stick, society as a whole will benefit if indi-
viduals are directly rewarded for increasing the value to society of
their own labor or other resources; and 2) the best way to deter-
mine the,value of something to society at a particular moment is to
find out what the members of the.society are willing to Pay for the
existing supply in a free, competitive market.'" The result is a
highly decentralized system, based on the law of supply and de-
mand and the principle of private ownership of labor and capital. It
has been an enormously efficient system, but not one without prob-

Aems.
Short-sightedness. The system is inherently short-sighted, for

two reasons. First, it ,requires the "prudent inVestor" to discount
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future values. If the return on an investment is 10% each year, the
original' investment will increase 16-fold in 28 years., An investment
whiCh would be worth $1,000 in t.8 years is therefore worth only
.$62 today. As a result, the value of the next generation's environ-
ment is discounted almost entirely by the present market." No so-
ciety eay'urvive if it does this. Ways must be found to insure that
temorris resources are not destroyed for pennies today, ways
which 101 include the "grandchild vote" in economic decision-
main'

it, the economy is short-sighted because many producers
do not; 'ye to pay the full costs, of producing their products, and
thus halt;; an incentive to invest. resources in ways which represent a
loss, rather than a gain, to the society.12,Most of these "external
costs";hi the form of air and water polluted, renewable resources
destroyed, fertile land paved over, and so onare really future
costs, debts incurred in the process of making soap or steel or subdi-
visions which will be paid by the next generation in the form of lost
opportunities and a degraded environment. In effect, external costs
represent a speCial subsidy given only to those who harm the so-
cietY. Even business would gain from elimination, of these subsidies,
since they aie a major source of busineis's bad public image.

Cycles. Another basic characteristic of market economies is
their tendency toward cycles of growth and recession.'3 This
cyclical pattern is typical of almost all systems whieh are stabilized
by negative feedback loops;xoYse our over-worked prototype of
negative feedback for yet another example; the thermostat
described in Chapter 3 did not keep the house temperature

'Constant, but rather controlled it in a regular series of cycles within
one or two degrees on either side of the target temperature. In the
case of the economy, the basic negative loop (connecting inven-
tories and production) is superimposed on an exponential growth
curve generated by the basic positive loop of capital investment.
Together, these tend to produce a cycle of high growth and no-
growth (recession), rather than a thermostat-like alternation of
growth and negative growth (depression).

By itself, the normal business cycle would not be a particular
problem. ,The difficulty arises because of the growing public in-
tolerance of the no-growth part of the cycle, and their insistence
that the government do something to prevent it. itThis is analogous
to insisting that the thermostat keep the temperature precisely at
70*F.; when" such systems are built for special laboratories, the cost
may run upwards of $100,000.13 The search for ways of fine-tuning
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the economy has proven similarly expensive, without achieving.the
desired precision. As a result, legislators have increasingly fallen
back on "obVious" solutionssuch \as wage-price controls, huge
deficits, and erratic shifts in the money supply all of which cause
inflation, which simply, makei the cyclical problem worse. Unless
the public can be reconciled to occasional periods of less than
normal growth, it is likely that such ekorts will eventually destroy
the existing free-enterprise economy.

Job Obsolescence. Of all of the `effects which rapid 'tech-
nological change has on the economy, , perhaps the one with the
most impact on education is the rapid mover in the content of
work. If current trends continue, 25% co\ the kinds of jobs which
exist today will not exist in 10 years, and 2r5% of the jobs ten years
from now will be ones which do not exist oday." Even where the
same job title is retained, the content of the job may change
considerably. One problem facing education, then, is how to pre-
pare young people for careers which may involve abrupt shifts and
nearly continuous requirements for learning', new skills. The tradi-
tional forms of vocational education are often worse than useless in
this respect, because they take time during the critical adolescent
period away

/
from learning of more general and adaptable skills.

The only solution is a broad form of career education which ac-
,quaints students with the kaleidoscopic pattern of shifting em-
ployment and -prepays them with a good &Ise for continued
learning. \

Unemployment and Welfare. As this is being written, -55% of
all Americans over 16 have jobsclose to a record yet the unem-
ployment rate stands at 9%. How can the employinent rate and the
unemployment rate both be so high at the same time? The answer
is that the percentage of.the-adult population wanting to work has
grown dramatically, for three basic reasons. First, agribusiness and
the civil rights movement have pushed many of the under-em-
ployed rural poor into the job market. Second; the post-war boom
babies are now between 16 and 30, which boosts the percentage of
single adults and active work-seekers. Finally, delayed, marriages,
reduced birth rates, the women's liberation movement, and the in-
creasing intellectualization of work have drawn a growing propor-
tion of women, both married and single, into the workplace. The
result has been a substantial increase in the potential labor force,

--much of it occurring within the last 10 to 15 years."
Any economy has a dual purpose: to produce goods and services,

and,to provide jobs so that people can earn the right to a share of
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what is produced. By historical standards, the U.S., economy is
doing extremely well as a source of jobs. The question remains as to
whether it can do enough better to accommodate all who want
jobs. Is it possible to have meaningful work outside the home for
60% or 70% of the population? If not, what provision can be-made
for those who want to work and cannot find-robs? The traditional
solution would have been to exclude married women from the mar-
ketplace. This is impossible and undesirable for social reasons, and
it mould also be suicidal fo'r economic reasons. With our society
headed toward a knowledge economy and heavily dependent on
research and innovation for survival, women represent half the
brain power and creativity available to the nation.

The old solution did have one advantage, however, in that the
wage-earner provided "transfer payments" directly to those ex-
cluded from employment, without government intervention.
Since people tend to choose spouses with similar educational le-
vels," there is a growing tendency in the knowledgieconomy for
the nuclear family to have either all of its adult members em-
ployable, or.none; the result is to separate the employed from the
unemployable, both personally and in terms of social class. Our
current strategy is forjhe government to tax those who do hold
jobs to provide for those who don't. The system by which this is ac-
complished is wasteful, expensive, and 'Coercive and degrading for
the recipient. An-alternative strategy is -badly needed, whether it
consists of a straightforward negative income tax, or a new form of
economic unit equivalent to the old extended family, or some com-
pletely different approach.-

Growth. The final economic Issue, .and perhaps. the most im-
portant one in the long run, is the problem of growth itself. Any in-
dustrial economy depends upon the supply of energy and other raw
materials itvtialikble to it and on the capacity of the environment to
absorb its pollutants, There are good indications that we are near,
and perhaps beyond, the levels of resource demand and pollution
production which can be sustained over the long term." Even if nu-:.
clear fusion is developed as an almost unlimited and pollution-free
alternative to fossil fuels, the growth in energy demand would
eventually be limited by the total heating of the earth's at-
mosphere. Other resource limitations can be stretched by substi-
tution and extensive recycling, and environmental limits can be
avoided by reducing the amount of pollution generated by each
unit of production. But these measures also represent increasing
costs and would take considerable time to develop and implement.
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The results are likely to be falling returns on Indusfrial capital
and, provided no particular limit is exceeded in thelmeiuriime, a
gradual reduction in the growth of the industrial sector of the
economy. Although the knowledge and service sectors of the
economy can takeup some of the slack, productivity gains are
harder to achieve in these areas, making a shift to slow-to-no-
growth likely for the economy is a whole. Although no-growth
,might be desirable for many non-economic reasons, among them
the opportunity it would give the developing nations to catch up, it
poses a serious threat to the economic stability, of all industrialized
nations. The expectation of future growth is the mainspring which
drives these economies, and nobody has yet provided a satisfactory
description of a successful equilibrium economy and how it would
wo Jc ving this problem-may be the most important economic

e ge of the next half-century.

Politics and Government
The American form of government is the oldest, the largest, and

still one of the most successful examples of applied systems design
in the world.21 Free public elections, the decentralized system of
local, state, and national governments, and the system of checks
and balances (so frequently referred to in civics classes ),add up to a
balanced set of interlocking negative feedback loops. The'result, in
theory, is a system which is flexible and responsive, yet carefully
limited. Each part has functions of its own and also stands ready too
check abuses elsewhere in the system, with the whole system sub
ject to the guidance of an informed, skeptical, and nnintimidated
public. In practice, it has proven to be a system which does not so
much preyent abuse as react to it. Nevertheless, and in spite of the
problenis which will be discussed below, it has proven to be an ex-
ception#Ily stable form of,government and one that provides near-
maximtrin'personal liberty for the average citizen.

Corruption of Feedback Channels. The Constitution lays out
the basic design for our government, but the Bill of Rights is what
makes it work. No individual or group in power likes to heat
criticism, and even the best- intentioned leaders can be convinced
that the national security depends on keeping secrets from the
public, controlling an "irresponsible" press, and intimidating
"dissidents" and "radicals." The articles of the Bill of Rights and
the "impeachment articles in the Constitution have, with a few
notable lapses, functioned fairly well to counter such temptations.

e.
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Modem technology, however, is making it much more difficult
to keep government from controlling the information flow or
coercing the citizenry. As Watergate and its aftermath have made
clear, a substantial number of government agencies have the ca-
pacity to spy on citizens who have broken no laws, collect massive
dossiers on them, and use the regulatory powers of government to
"punish" them for their political beliefs. Despite the successful out-
come, Watergate represented the worst Constitutional crisis the
country has faced since the Civil War. As the powers of govern-
ment increase, we urgently need to put more modern and powerful
'restraints on government, bringing the spirit of the Bill of Rights up
to date. Otherwise, the next crisis may well be the last one.

Money and Politics. In addition to increasing the risks of
governmental coercion, modern technology has also greatly in-
creased the political influence of large sums of money. The illegal
use of money to buy votes or bribe politiciansshas always existed, of
course. But television, radio, and the extensive use of computers
have now made it possiblefind even necessaryfor a.candidate to
use large sums of money legally to influence public opinion. Some
halting steps have already been taken in the direction of controls
on campaign contributions and spending, but further controls and
a great deal of vigilance will be needed to insutelhat future elec-
tions are fought, not bought.

An Informed Public. No democracy can survive if its citizens
do not understand the essential issues before it. Despite increasing
years of education, the American public is becoming less well in-
formed compared to the growing complexity of the problems it
faces. Four tendencies on the part of the public are likely to prove
increasingly troublesome: 1) insistence that government cure every
social ill; 2) insistence on immediate solutions, 3) short-sightedness
and the refusal to accept present penalties for fufure gains; and 4)
an insistence on "obvious" solutions, despite repeated indications
that they do not work.22

The public response to the energy crisis has provided an ex-
cellent recent example of all four tendencies. Despite the nearly
unanimous warning of scientists, policy analysts, and politicians of
both parties that the energy situation is critical, the public refuses
to believe that a problem exists as long as gas is available atthe
pumps.23 Consequently, Congress has been unable to pass even
minimum taxes to promote conservation and prevent future
shortages.'* A refusal to act to prevent future crises eventually
leads to crisis overload and disaster. It can only be hoped that, be-
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fore that point is reached, a combination of education and repeated
experience with criseswhich could have been prevented, but were
not, will induce the public to look more closely at the issues and the.
possible alternatives.

Centralization. Partly as a result of the complexity of the prob-
lems we face and partly as a result of the four tendencies cited
above, another threat to our political system is the tenacious
growth of governmental bureaucracies, particularly at the federal
level. In the first place, the sheer size of government poses a danger
to a free society when one-fifth of the work-force is on the govern-
ment payroll. In the second place, centralization and bureaucrati-
zation are extremely inefficient ways of managing a society. The In-
terstate Commerce Commission is an excellent example of what a
government regulatory agency, can do to destroy a competitive
market and create chaos ancl inefficiency in the area it Is supposed
to be regulating." The whole concept of bureaucratic regulation
needs to be seriously reconsidered, and replaced wherever possible
by "framework" governance, using the tax system and the courts to
establish an environment in which the desired behavior is also the
most profitable behavior."

Values and Diversity. It is not sufficient for the citizens of a de-
.

mocracy to be well-informed, they must also share some minimum
of basic values and a willingness to get along with others with
different backgrounds or points of view. Since 1960, the overt social
consensus in the United States has been increasingly fragmented."

-.*
Bitter moral disputes, over issues such as censorship, abortion, and
drug use, have been forced into the political arena with increasing
frequency. If this continues, Americans will have to learn how to
live with and tolerate a variety of life-styles and moral perspectives,
in the way that we have learned to tolerate a broad spectrum of
political ideologies. Nevertheless, the development of a new
consensus would be highly desirable, since it would 'make con-
certed action on many of the other problems facing the country
more possible."

Equity and Social Justice. Perhaps the most fundamental area
of change in the social consensus has been on the question, "What
is fair?" For a long time, the official consensus in this country was
that "fairness" consisted of equality before the law and distributive
Justice based on the notioitthat individuals should be rewarded in
proportion to their contributions." As the country moved away
from an agrarian economy, it became increasingly apparent that
the ability to earn a living depended on more than the individual's
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native ability and industriousness. If the economy did not create
enough jobs to go around, or if some individuals were denied the
education needed to get a job, some would be left to starve through
no fault of their own.

As a result, "fairness" has been expanded to include 1) the right
to a minimum standard of living for those unable to work and 2) the
notion of equality of opportunity." Both concepts :lie still in the
process of being defined. For example, equal opportunity obviously
means a ban on all kinds of invidious discrimination. Does it also

mean an equal right to the same educational resources or does it
mean an equal chance at the same educational results? Does it
make a difference if the child's background is deprived partly as a
result of past discrimination by the society?

The courts appear to be headed for a compromise position on
educational equality, similar to the compromise on income:. all
students have an equal right to the same educational resources, ex-
cept that each child has the right to whatever additional resources
are needed to bring that child up to a minimum acceptable level of
education (or the highest level the child ,can attain). Similar stan-
dards seem to be emerging in a variety of other areas, such as health
care and legal services, in addition to education and income.

This two-fold standard of equalityan equal right to an ac-
ceptable minimum and an equal opportunity to compete for
moremay be the most effective compromise that can be made be-
twee4 the need for incentives and the need for equality. Un-
fortunately, it is also subject to endless controversy. What is meant
by an "acceptable" minimum? To how many different areas of life
should the standard be applied? It also leaves unanswered the ques-
tion of what to do about intergroup inequality and about very large
accumulations of wealth. There will be no easy answers to any of
these controversies, but a concerted effort to find acceptable
answers is essential if the United States is to regain the good will
and allegiance of many citizens who now feel excluded or unfairly
treated.

Science and Technology

Pro or Con? Ever since the first demonstration that a hunting
club could be used to brain a neighbor as well as an antelope,
people have been ambivalent about new developments in science
and technology. Scientific progress has brought unquestionable
benefits in this century, with medicine and communications as
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outstanding examples, but it has also created an appalling capacity
for species self-destruction and a continually increasing rate of
social change. How should we feel about. this? It is too lat to turn
back to some pre-technological Eden. Nearly four billion ople
would die if we made the attempt. It is also too late to emain.
where we are. The current environmental-technological b e for
our civilization is inherently transitory, since it depe on
consuming the environment and resources which make it p Bible
in the first place.," Furthermore, many of the social pro lems
created by proliferating technology will require further develop-
ments in technology for their solution.

,The continued development of science and technology is
essential .to our survival. This does not mean, however, that we
should give it our unquestioning support. Indeed, the very potency
of the technologies which we need In order to solve our current
problems guarantees that new, more severe problems will arise
from those same technologies unless, they are strictly controlled.
The problem is to keep tight rein on harmful technologies without,
at the same time, putting deadening restrictions on the scientific re-
search so urgently needed.

Energy. - One of the two most basic technical problems, we
need to solve is that of finding an acceptable substitute for our de-
pendence- on petroleum and natural gas, which will last three
decades at the most, even with conservation." Coal is plentiful and
cheap, but expensive new technologies are needed td'extract it and
burn it without' unacceptable damage to the environment." The
same is true for oiGhale and tar sands, except that the costs are
likely to be even higher." Hydroelectric,, tidal, and geothermal
power are limited to specific locations and cannot contribute much
of the overall energy supply; geothermal power also poses some
technical and environmental problems." Atomic fission is both
dirty and dangerous; no sane society would undertake the security
risks and the 25,000 year waste management obligations it entails."
Hydrogen fusion would be a virtually inexhaustible and relatively
non-polluting power source, but it may take 30 years or more to de-
velop a working technology." Finally, solar energy is an excellent
source for space heating and cooling, but both it and wind power
are intermittent (which requires elaborate storage systems) and still
too expensive to use as primary sources, of electricity."

Out of this range of options, the best bets for research would ap-
pear to be: 1) systems for burning coal cleanly and/or for
converting it to clean gaseous or liquid fuels; 2) efficient storage
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systems for intermittent power sellites, like soli/ and wind ,energy,
3) better solar collectors and electrical conversion systems; and 4) 2
maximum long-term effort on fusion power. In the meantime, all
new buildings should be designed for maximum self-sufficiency,
using solar and wind power wherever possible, and all stationary,
generating plants should be designed of adlipted for the ,cle est
possible use of cal. If the research. efforts are successful, ese
measures might allow us to conserve sufficient oil and natur gas to:
make it through the changeover periodto other energy iouras'
without a devastating energy depression.

Environmental Technology. The necessary complement to
solving the energy problem is the need to design an environ-
mentally sound technological economy. Such a system must meet
four basic requireMents: 1) to sae ,enerq and recycling costs, all
durable goods should be designed for the maximum possible
lifespan and ease of recycling; 2) all non-renewable resources and
all human-made compounds which are not biodegradable must be
restricted-to use within tightly closed recycling loops, 3) disposal of
hiodegradable wastes must be carefully limited to the long-term
handling capacity of the environment; and 4) all natural wastes
must be returned to the soil along with whatever additional
minerals sire. needed ito maintain the soil in its most fertile con:.
dition.° ('

Thes0equirements pose problems ,which are only partly tech-
nical, since their solution will require extensive political action and
restructuring of the economy. Nevertheless, they cannot be solved
at 311 unless the technical parts of the priblems have been dealt
with. Extensive recycling, for example, would require everything
from improved versions of current pollution controls and *Mica]

I recovery systems to methods for "coding" plastics and metal alloys
would allow a garbage sorting machine to identify their

chemical compositions.
One of the more promising prospects for reducinithe total load

on the environment is' the possibility of designing nearly self-
sufficient residential housing. The objective would be to group,be-
tween 10 and 100 residences into an "ecologicalocondominium"
which would generate all of its own power, compost all of its own
organic garbage and wastes, recycle both wastes and water through .

a carefully balanced greenholse ecology, and harvest most of its
food supply from that same system.° The result would ,be a com-
munity which was dependent orr,the outside world only for supple-
Mental food supplies, (and supplemental water if wells are imp
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pOisible), manufactured goods, and . trash collectiOn.. If such
system became wideiPread, they would greatly reduce the heavy
environinentil load imposed by the elaborate networki:we have set
up for distributing energy, food, and water and for dispOsing of gar-

,

.,bage andsewage. (As a valuable bonus, our ciirrent,vurnerability.to
malfunctions- or sabotage of these networks would be greatly
'reduced:--a point which will be 'appreciated by those who have
lived through a prolonged blackout or garbage strike.) 1

Computers, etc. The standard of living of any society deyends
in large part on its productivity, the extent to which the exis g
technology Inultipiies the productive value of the average 010.
labor. A substantial,Perfion of.the productivity gains in ouf:soet
over the last 15 year come from a single area of teohlogy,
computers. The capacity and flexibility of these machines. hPrs,
expanded at a dizzyinCrate: while their cost and size has dropped
just-as fast.4'

The dangers of a computerized society are well recognized;42 the
benefits to individuals are only now being, realized. Even a very
simple computer, such as the pocket calculators which have taken

-the United States by 'storm in the last few years, can save an
astounding amount of drudgery (and error).43 As another example,
it is estimated that an automobile carburetor equipped with a
micro-computer would cost About the same is a catalytic
converter, reduce pollutants just as well, and increase gas mileage
in the process." At the other end of the spectrum is the promise of
a desk-sized unit including a powerful home computer and corn-
munications terminal along with the entire contents of the Library
of Congress in storage for.aktdi recall.4`3 In short, the computer is
likely to have a more powerful impact on the.individual in our so-
ciety than anyether single branch of our technology, but it can be
an impact for either good or evil. it is up to us to decide which
and to enforce the decision. .

Biological Eng*ineering. Ever since the dbcOvery of DNA and
the genetic code from which all living organisms are constructed,
the potential has existed for Darning how to manipulide the code
and create organisms to order. In 1074:114S possibility became a
reality, New techniques permitted researchers to deliberately break
sections out of the DNA for one organic and patch these sections
into the DNA for ahother.46 The dangers are so great of acci-
dentally creating an entirely new disease organism to witch human
ivings would have no resistance,that scientists around the world
deo-fired a moratorium on such research for several month to
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reassess the techniques and assure that stringent precautions were
being taken. Such techniques have great potential benefits, both as
pure research in the effort to find out how life works, and as approsi-
ches to improving agricultural productivity by creating better
plants and livestock and by providing means to make exact genetic-
duplicates of superior stock. But the potential for abuse is equally
great, rat Bing from the foolish (babies designed-to-order) to the ex-
ceptionally grave (vastly more devastating forms of biological war-

,.
fare).

I

The list could go on and on. Of necessity, the choices and their
descriptions are somewhat subjective, but at least they repre- .

sent a starting point in the search for a curriculum which focuses on
the critical issues of tomorrow. The more students know about
these critical issues, and the choices, values, preconditions, and
possible conseqUences which they entail, the better prepared they
will be to understand the future and to-act responsibly as citizens of
the ftiture.

0
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5. The Psychology of the Fiature

In his book, Future Shock, Alvin Toffler brings together a great
deal of material describing the extent of social change in the
United States and its impaVt on the individual. Essentially, his ar-
gument is 1) that the rate of hange in the average individual's per-
sonal environment is very high; 2) that, above an optimum level for
each individual, additional amounts of change exact a demon-
strable cost in physical and mental health and well-being; and 3)
that individuals not prepared to cope with extensive changes in so-
ciety increasingly find themselves left behind to become victims of
"future' shock." After .reviewing the prOgressively incapacitating

.syniptoms of this malady, Toffier makes a number of recommenda-
tions for its preVention. Foremost among these is the prescription
he summarized in, Cervantes' dictum, "Forewarned forearmed!"
An event which is completely unexpected can have a stunning
effect; if it has at least been considered in advance as a possibility,
much of the shock is eliminated when it actually occurs.',

The preceding three chipters have summarized some of the
most basic cognitive skills and content areas for a future studies
curriculum aimed at forewarning students of what may lie ahead
and giving them the ability to continue to look ahead on their own.
But a true future-oriented education needs to do pore, thin just
provide a cognitive antidote to future shock. The ability to cope
with change depends as well on the individual's psychological
Orientation and attitudes toward the future. To the extent that
education can foster more adaptive personalities and more func-
tional attitudes, it needs to do so.

Future: Frienckor Foe?

Students' attitudes toward the future have a critical effect on
education, yet they are frequently ignored by schools. More than a
decade ago, Arthur Stinchcombe did an extensive study of high
school students and concluded that the factor which distinguished
student rebels from achievers was not their backgrounds, but rather
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their expectations for the future.2 Benjamin Singer has summarized
a good deal of additional research which indicates that the same is
true at all age-levels, right down'tO Pre-school children in Head
Start programs.' If what Singer calls their "Future Focused Role
Image" (FFRI) is negative or weak, the students are likely to do
poorly and to become trouble-makers and eventually dropouts. On
the other hand, students with a strong positive FFRI, regardless
of their economic' or ethnic backgrounds, tend to. do well
academically and to treat the schOol's sanctions on disruptive be-
havior as meaningful.

In a way, this is just common sense. If the future holds nothing
for you, education is just a boring irrelevancy which somebpdy else
tries to do to you. And unless your teachers manage to change your
mind about what the future holds, it is highly unlikely that they
will manage to teach you anything else.

Thus, future-oriented education should always begin with the
child's own perception of her/his personal 'future. If that con-
ception is weak or negative, it needs to be strengthened_ before
anything else can be done educationally. Two basic approaches are
most useful: role-modeling and contagious expectations. Acting
out possible adult roles and observing persons with whom the
student can identify both pro' ide the student with tenworary
FFRfs which she/he can try on to see how they fit.* Whenever a
compatible role is found, the student's own sense of what is
possible/desirable is strengthened. The effect is greatly amplified if
the adults who know the student clearly indicate that they expect
her/him to be able to achieve such a role.5

Attitudes about the future include more than just self-image,
howeiier. It is possible for students with relativ,gly high self-
confidence to view the future bleakly if they believe that society as
a whole is set on a disastrous course. This is likely to Oc-
cur as an unintentional side-effect of a future's course which begins
by examining the probleins facing society. As the summary in
Chatiter 4 indicates, these can begin to look pretty formidable. As
with the personal self-image, the cures are a thorough/exploration
of positive alternatives and the sincere conviction on thePart of the
teacher that these alternatives can be reached if we try.

The Ada-Pave Individual

The degree to which schools shape the personalities of their "

students is very much an open question. For a long time, the public '.
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assumption has been that schools have a majorimpact in a very de-
terministic waythus th.emphasis on building character, and
other code-terms for "teaching" morality, discipline, maturity, etc.
A cynic might well argue that the debate between free and tradi-
tional schools is simply a debate over Whichicinds of young people
are to be made uncomfortable, those who need freedom or those
who need authority. Neyertheless, it still .seems reasonable to
assume that any highly structured system of rewards and penalties
applied for.12 years of childhood and adolescence will have some
effect on personality, even if not always the intended effect.

If this Is the cese, then it is also reasonable tei inquire into kinds
of personality traits which might be desirable and the types of
schooling which might best encourage theft, development. The
definition of "desirable" is, of course, open to wide-ranging philo-
sophical debate. Futurism side-steps this debate somewhat by
making the pragmatic assumption.that survival is highly desirable,
and that a basic survival requirement is the psychological ability to
cope with rapid change.

hfr necessary corollary of change is that the basic reference points
of society are continually being revised and replaced. This puts a
major handicap on those individuals who ,dtfine their own self-
image primarily in terms of their relationships to external institu-
tions:. As these external references are stripped away, the outer-
directed individual may find her/himself with no sense of identity
in the presentA,prisoner; of nostalgia. A premium is therefore
placed on a stronginaependent self-concept. The autonomous and
inner-directed individual has, in effect, an internal "anchor" which
provides kc,bre of stability_: n the midst of turmoil.

Another key attribute is that of a comparatively nonabsolutist
belief system, in which a small "number of fundamental principles
are used to organize a great many, more or less tentative values and
beliefs`. The advantages are that a "fact" which is found to beialie
can,be discarded without threatening the integrity of the whole
belief system, and that a means which serves,a valuable end in one
co text can be supplanted by another which serves the same end
het er in a different context.6 A more rigid perionality, on the other

,'hand, tends to look for;'truth" and "morality" in the dictuins of
revealed authority. This greatly reduces flexibility, since the ques-
tioning or revision of any fact or moral judgment also.questions the
validity of the authorityrand therefore threatens to undermine all
the beliefs in the; system.?' .

An autonomous self-image and a non-absolutist belief system
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both tend to reduce the threat to an individual of new ideas or in-
formation. The result is a third important attribute: opennessthe_
quality of being receptive to many different points of view. To one
extent or another, everyone practices avoidance of unpleasant or
threatening information, but individuals who attempt to screen out
all contrary viewpoints deprive themselves of the negative feed-
back which is essential for continuing adaptation. ThOse who can
be more accepting of others are more likely to be able to grow with
the situation.

The same factors which reward openness also reward curiosity
and imagination. The advantages of curiosity are obvious, since
change, by definition, means a Constant flow of new information.
The need for imagination goes back to Toffler's solution for future
shock: forewarned forearmed. The future will be full of surprises,
but the, individual who delights in a wide-ranging game of "what
if?" is unlikely to be startled often by unanticipated events.

The final attributean attitude of pragmatic idealism is
perhaps somewhat harder to justify, but is just as important.
Idealismis a survival trait for anyone caught in a society facing as
many fundamental problems as this one. It is also the source of a
basic sense of mission, without which life seems meaningless.' But
idealism means little unless it has some constructive Impact on the
world. All too often, those who most fervently, want to improve
conditions put their energies into expressions of outrage or piety
which provide emotional ,catharsis but accomplish little else. A
more pragmatic approach, on the other hand, involves a thorough
search for high leverage points in the system and an .avoidance of
"obvious" solutions; although less dramatk, it is ultimately more
satisfying and more honest. It is also only by choosing and acting
effectively that one can regain a sense of cAtrol, the knowledge
that one is not merely being swept along by the current, but has
some say in the destination.

Each of these attributes is individually important as an objective
of future-oriented education. Taken together, they describe what
Abraham Maslow termed the "self-actualizing" individual.°
Maslow and others have done extensive studies on the conditions
which foste4elf-actualizationtssinditions which constitute an envi-
ronment "that reacts to experimentation without censoring, effort
with appropriate reward, confusion with explanation, anger with
understanding, love with love."

Since this constitutes a fair approximation of the goals of
'progressive education, a substantial body of research exists on the
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establishment of such an environment in the classroom." Although
the goals of open education are usually advocated on philosophical
grounds, a hard-headed look at the future indicates that these may
also be the most desirable goals from'a pragmatic, survival point of
view.

Teaching the Future

In summary, then, what does future-oriented education mean
for the classroom teacher? Ideally, it would mean working with all
of the teachers and staff in the school to develop apd implement an
educational program which:

Begins with the student's own personal image of the future,
working to'strengthen it where necessary.

Relates all subject matter to the future needs of the students.

Apportions space in the curriculum to different subjects ac-
cording to their relevance to the students' futures, explains the
rationale for the curriculum choices to students, and allows the
flexibility to accommodate differences in interests, ability, and
future plans.

Presents content in an interdisciplinary manner, emphasizing
the underlying similarities of all living and social systems.

Organizes the learning environment to stimulate creativity,
self-motivated learning, and self-discovery.

Emphasizes skills over knowledge, helping students learn
"sciencing" as well as science, forecasting as well as forecasts
in short, thinking as well as facts.

ost teachers, however, will not be fortunate enough (15Tvorkin-,
a school-wide setting, free from the detailed dictates of legislatures
and school boards as to what will be ht. Even with no outside

'Cookeration, elementary to c ers who stay .w-ith the same class can
come-qtricelose to achieving the goals outlined' aboxe.for the
whole school. Subject-matter specialists will necessarily have to be
more selective in the future-oriented goals they try to achieve while
still meeting their obligations to "cover the subject." And in most
high schools, it will be possible to offer a pourse on the future,
either as an elective or as the senior year of social studies or hu-
manities.

Whichever route is taken, the personal rewards for the teacher
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are high. Even if future studies were not important in itself, it
would be an excellent motivational "gimmick." It is not a gimmick,
however, but a vitally necessary approach to education, and
teachers who commit themselves to it are entitled to enjoy the en-
thusiasm of their students, as well as a sense of pride in having
made a significant contribution to their future well-being.

'48 ,
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